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SUNRISE

PANORAMIC

HEAD

PH100

It is a versatile professional system for creating panoramic photos (up to 360°) 

without perspective offset, by allowing the camera to pivot vertically and 

horizontally around the nodal point of the lens. It's designed for multi-row 

panoramas in perspective-corrected flat or spherical projection, but is equally 

capable of creating classic single-row cylinder panoramas just as easily.

Enables horizontal and vertical rotation around the nodal point of the lens with 

two click-stop panorama bases

Can be used for spherical panoramas, perspective-corrected flat panoramas

 or classic cylindrical panoramas

Allows a complete vertical rotation of the camera

A professional D-SLR camera can be used

360°

360°

Camera  Track 
Slider Video 
Stabilization 
Systems
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Camera  Track 
Slider Video 
Stabilization 
Systems

SUNRISE camera slider is designed with DSLR film making in mind, 

it will enable you to produce beautifully smooth, gliding footage. You 

can angle the slider to get straight horizontal shots, or you can slope 

it on a tripod, position it vertically on a tripod, use it as a crane on a 

tripod, or even attach it flipped over on two tripods.  It also has a stop 

break for immediate stops and a bubble level to indicate how straight 

or angled the slider is positioned.
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Camera mount platform x1 

Strong & height- adjustable feet x 2

High-quality carry bag x1

Camera linear bearing sliding rails x 1 (80/100/120cm available)

Package Included:

Camera mount platform x1 

Durable & smooth wheels x 2

1/4-20” to 3/8-16” thread adapter x 1

High-quality carry bag x1

Camera self-lubricating sliding rails x 1 (60cm available)

Package Included:

Camera mount platform x1 

Height adjustable feet with locking screws x 2

1/4-20” to 3/8-16” thread adapter x 1

High-quality carry bag x1

Camera self-lubricating sliding rails x 1 (80/100/120cm available)

Package Included:

TS-701 

TS-702

TS-703
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Mini JibMini Jib

MJ-906

Maximum  Radius    

Tilt  lenght    

Max.load    

Tube  Diameter    

120cm

210cm

5kg

30mm

Extended lenght 

Folded lenght

Weight 

200cm

75cm

1.52kg

SUNRISESUNRISE

1. Mini Jib main part x1              2. Mini Jib supporting rod x1

3. Carry bag x1                           4. Counterweight x3

5. 1/4" screw x1                          6. 3/8" screw x1

7. Bowl for 70mm/100mm video tropod head x1  

Package Included:

It is a portable variable-length jib designed for DSLR cameras. This retractable 

jib can be quickly and easily setup, adjusted and breakdown. You won’t miss any 

chances to catch every critical moment. By removing the included extension, 

you’ll have a perfect for shooting spaces. The MJ-906 can be operated without 

any additional crew needed.

 

SUNRISE
DSLR 
Camera
Bags

SUNRISE
DSLR 
Camera
Bags

Ergonomic handle, 
soft and comfortable

Multi-functional back
zipper pockets and belt

Expandable side pockets
for other equipments

Ergonomic handle, 
soft and comfortable

Ergonomic design of
back shoulder, make it
comfortable to carry

Customizable format
changing system
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SUNRISE
PRO Video
camcorder
Bags

SUNRISE
PRO Video
camcorder
Bags

Ergonomic shoulder belt,
fully adjustable and can
disperse weight even

Back belts that can be
attached to a rolling case

Multi-functional inside
pocket for accessories

Ergonomic design of
back shoulder, make it
comfortable to carry

Customizable format
changing system

Back pocket
for laptop
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HK SUNRISE TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT CO.,LTD.

ZHONGSHAN SUNRISE STUDIO EQUIPMENT CO.,LTD.

ADDRESS: Building2, NO.3 LongTangRd,No.3 Industrial Park,

Tanzhou Town,Zhongshan, Guangdong,China.

TEL:+86 -760-8588-1056

FAX:+86 -760-8588-1057

E-MAIL:info@sunrise3c.com ;  sales@sunrise3c.com

SUNRISE the synthesis of design, development and 

manufacture for the high-end digital accessories, 

combining protection, lightness and fashion, 

convenience and creativity all in one.

ACCESSORIES

  Electronic view finder 

Stereo 
Microphone

Pro LED 
Video Light 
(128W)

  5~7 Inch 
LCD Monitor

5''/  
Articulating 
Magic Arm

11'' 

iPhone Holder

Follow focus

Lens Gear Kits

BlackMagic 
  Cinema 
  Camera

  DSLR 
Camera

   ILDC
Camera 

     PRO
    Video 
Camcorder

      HD
Camcorder

iPhone

C 8xarbon Aluminium

PROTECTION

CONVENIENT

FASHION
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DSM-803

1.Gearless mini follow focus x 1

2.DSLR cage for CANON 5D with handle x 1 

3.Anti-slip and comfortable handle x 2

4.Ergonomic shoulder pad with counterweight x 1

5.CNC-made connecting parts x 3 

6.9” support rods ( can be extended)  x 5

1. Gearless mini follow focus x 1

2.Cage for blackmagic cinema camera with handle x 1 

3.Anti-slip and comfortable handle x 2

4.Ergonomic shoulder pad with counterweight x 1

5.CNC-made connecting parts x 3 

6.9” support rods ( can be extended)  x 5

DSM-801

1. Height-adjustable matte box without filter tray x1

2. Gearless mini follow focus x 1 

3. Quick-release and height-adjustable baseplate x1

4. Anti-slip and comfortable handle x 2

5. Ergonomic shoulder pad with counterweight x 1

6. CNC-made connecting parts x 3

7.18” rod x 1,  9” rod x 3, 5” rod x 1 

1. Quick-release and height-adjustable PRO baseplate x 1

2. Anti-slip and comfortable handle x 2

3. Ergonomic shoulder pad with counterweight x 1

4. CNC-made connecting parts x 3 

5. 9” support rods ( can be extended)  x 5

DSM-802

All-aluminum precision 
CNC machined 
construction, durable quality

All-aluminum precision 
 machined 

construction, durable quality
CNC

DSM-804
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DSLR 
Shoulder 
Mounted
Systems

SUNRISE 
Camera 
Stabilizing 
Systems

CS-208A

CS-208C
C 8xarbon 

Aluminium

8X 100% carbon Fiber Tube

Unique and precision 3-axis gimbal 

Bidirectional adjustment baseplate

Quick-release locking system

Anti-slip and comfortable handle design

Addable counterweight plate with clump  weight 

CS-209A
Aluminium

Body Weight: 1.55kg

Maximum Length: 110cm

Minimum Length: 63cm

Capacity Range: 1~5kg

Body Weight: 1.5kg

Maximum Length: 80.5cm

Minimum Length: 48.5cm

Capacity Range: 1~5kg
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C 8xarbon 

1.Lightweight, portable and flexible design

2.Large and strong platform, easy to load large equipment

3.Durable & smooth wheel bearing for smooth curved or straight movement

4.1/4"-20 Threads for accessories

1.Lightweight, portable and flexible design 

2.Durable & smooth wheel bearing for smooth movement

3.Adjustable wheel axles for curved or straight 

4.Optional riser available

5.1/4"-20 Threads for accessories

DS-501

1. All-aluminum precision machined construction, durable quality

2. Extra-large and strong platform, easy to load large equipment

3. Made with high quality bearing and skater wheels

4. Mounting space for many accessories

5. Optional cage for fluid panhead at bowl size:70mm/100mm

6. High-precision wheel axle positions

DSLR Dolly Systems

1. Lightweight, portable and flexible design

2. All-aluminum precision CNC machined construction, durable quality

3. Extra-large and strong platform, easy to load large equipment

4. Made with high quality bearing and skater wheels

5. Mounting space for many accessories DS-502

DS-503
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DS Cage 1 DS  2Cage DS  3Cage

DSLR Dolly Systems

DS-504

1.Height adjustable baseplate for eye level shooting

2.View finder with 3x magnification 

3.Adjustable mini shoulder pad & handle

4.Strong, durable construction

1.Height adjustable baseplate for eye level shooting

2.View finder with 3x magnification 

3.Adjustable mini shoulder pad and comfort handle

4.Strong, durable construction

1.Tripod/ kit with follow focus

2.Compact and lightweight gearless follow focus with mini marker dial

3.A quick-release and height adjustable baseplate

4.1/4" to 3/8" convert screw adapter for supported use.

dolly mountable 

1. For tripod/dolly DSLR video

2. PRO gear driving follow focus for 

    accurate and repeatable focusing

3. Moveable focus indicator 

4. Snap in 3D marking disc

5. Quick-release and height adjustable baseplate

6. 1/4" to 3/8" convert screw adapter for supported use. 

HSR-601

HSR-602

HSR-604

Hybrid 
Support 
Rigs

HSR-605

Hybrid 
Support 
Rigs
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1.View finder with 3x magnification

    for 3.5" LCD

2.A quick-release and height adjustable 

   baseplate

3.Compact and lightweight gearless  

   follow focus with mini marker dial 

4.Adjustable and comfortable handle design

HSR-603

1.Fits most compact cameras and camcorders with a standard 1/4-20 thread
2.Anodized aluminum precision machined construction 
3.Ergonomic handgrip for easy carry and low angle shoot
4.Supports 15mm rods on bottom
5.Mounting options on top for accessories

1.Lightweight wrap-around 

   cage for Canon 5D

2.Anodized aluminum precision machined construction

3.Detachable handgrip for easy carry and low angle shoot

4.Supports 15mm rods on top and bottom

5.Includes mounting baseplate and 15mm Rods

HSR-610

1.Lightweight wrap-around cage for 
    BlackMagic Cinema Camera
2.Anodized aluminum precision machined 
   construction
3.Detachable handgrip for easy carry and 
   low angle shoot
4.Supports 15mm rods on top and bottom 
5.Mounting points on the sides and top
6.Includes mounting baseplate and 15mm Rods

HSR-611HSR-608

HSR-606

HSR-607

1.Designed for Iphone & ILDC 

2.Comfortable grip handle and polished 

    metal counterweight

3.Anodized aluminum construction

1.Designed for Canon 5D, 7D, and 60D

2.Anodized aluminum precision machined construction

3.Detachable handgrip for easy carry and low angle shoot

4.Provides Increased Protection for Camera

5.Numerous mounting options for accessories

6.Includes mounting baseplate and 15mm Rods 

HSR-609
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1.4-in-1 multifunction handheld camera stabilizer 

2.Folds for easy portability & storage

3.Anodized aluminum construction

Color:

Blue Green Red Silver

DSM-805

1. Height adjustable matte box with filter trays x 1

2. Gearless mini follow focus x 1

3. Stabilizing video handle with large baseplate x 1

4. Anti-slip and comfortable handle x 2

5. Ergonomic shoulder pad with counterweight x 1

6. CNC-made connecting parts x 3 

7. 9” support rods ( can be extended)  x 5

DSM-806

1. Height adjustable matte box with filter trays x 1

2. Follow focus PRO with lens gear kits x 1    

3. Quick release and height adjustable baseplate x 1 

4. Anti-slip and comfortable handle x 2

5. Compact top handle with connecting parts x 1

6. Ergonomic shoulder pad with counterweight x 1

7. CNC-made connecting parts x 3

8. 9” support rods ( can be extended)  x 5

DSM-807

1. Height adjustable matte box with filter trays x 1

2. Follow focus PRO with lens gear kits x 1    

3. Quick release and height adjustable PRO baseplate x 1 

4. Anti-slip and comfortable handle x 2

5. C shape pro handle x 1

6. Ergonomic shoulder pad with counterweight x 1

7. CNC-made connecting parts x 4 

8. 9” support rods ( can be extended)  x 7

1. Swing-away style matte box with filter trays x 1

2. Follow focus PRO with lens gear kits x 1    

3. Quick release and height adjustable PRO baseplate x 1 

4. Anti-slip and comfortable handle x 2

5. C shape PRO cage with top handle x 1

6. Ergonomic shoulder pad with counterweight X 1

7. CNC-made connecting parts x 3 

8. 9” support rods ( can be extended)  x 7

9. Power supply system x 1

DSM-808
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Body Weight: 1.5kg

Maximum Length: 80.5cm

Minimum Length: 48.5cm

Capacity Range: 1~5kg
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